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       Week 8 God and Causation Aristotle’s Physics: When we look at the natural world, we see things in a constant state of change. What is “change”? “Something comes to be one thing from being another and different thing.” How does that work? Parmenides (5th cent. BCE): Change is unreal – 1. Either something comes into being from (A) what is, or (B) from what is not. 2. If (A), then there is no change; what is cannot come to be, because it already is. 3. If (B), there is no change; nothing can come to be from what is not. Therefore, 4. There is no change. Aristotle: yes and no – Nothing can come to be from what is not, in an unqualified sense. Things don't pop into existence out of nothing. But, something can come from what is not in a qualified sense. e.g., A person becomes happy after being unhappy. “The more things change, the more they stay the same.” (“Nothing can come from what is not”) Satkāryavāda (Sāṃkhya, Advaita Vedānta) the effect pre-exists in the cause e.g., Milk and curds Seeds and oil Marble and statue (“Nothing can come from what is not”) Satkāryavāda (Sāṃkhya, Advaita Vedānta) If something could come from nothing, then, since absences of existence are everywhere, all things could arise at all times everywhere – which is absurd. Sāṃkhyakārikā 9 5 reasons for satkāryavāda: (1) what is non-existent can’t be produced (2) there is a relation between cause and effect (3) all things cannot possibly come from all things (4) something only produces what it is capable of producing (5) the effect is of the same essence as the cause (1) what is non-existent can’t be produced An non-existent effect can’t be brought into being - “A thousand artists can’t make blue into yellow” If “non-existence and existence are properties of an object,” that object still had to come from somewhere. And, how can “non-existence” belong to an existing object? (2) there is a relation between cause and effect Non-existent things can’t be in a relation with anything; But, causes have a causal relation with their effects; So, effects can’t be non-existent. (3) all things cannot possibly come from all things If effects could arise from unrelated causes, then every effect would arise from any cause. (4) something produces only what it’s capable of producing Specific causes only produce specific effects, i.e., those to which they are related (5) an effect has the same essence as its cause The cause is existent; The effect can’t be non-existent, So, the effect must be existent, like the cause. e.g., A cloth has threads as its material cause – if x is essentially different than y, then x can’t inhere in y, like a cow and horse (5) an effect has the same essence as its cause The cause is existent; The effect can’t be non-existent, So, the effect must be existent, like the cause. e.g., The cloth is not distinct from the threads; cloth = threads arranged a certain way Thus, effects exist in their causes. Causation = Transformation, manifestation of the pre-existing effect (pariṇāma) production / destruction = appearance / concealing “Was the manifestation already existent, or not?” But, the same objection can be said for the “production” of a non-existent effect. Sāṃkhya metaphysics: puruṣa = pure, individual consciousness prakṛti = Primal matter made of 3 “threads” (guṇa) sattva = delight, clarity, tranquility rajas = dynamism, activity, passion tamas = dullness, torpor, inertia Everything in the world = transformation of the three guṇas Sāṃkhya metaphysics: (“Something can come from what is not”) asatkāryavāda (Nyāya-Vaiśeṣika, Abhidharma Buddhism) i.e., ārambhavāda = “beginning-ism” The effect does not pre-exist in the cause; Causation produces something new. Nyāya-Vaiśeṣika: C is a cause of E if: 1. C exists before E 2. C exists “regularly” with E 3. C is not irrelevant to E 2) excludes donkey outside the potter’s studio 3) excludes potter’s father from causing the pot, Nyāya-Vaiśeṣika: Three causes: “substrate cause” (samavāyi-kāraṇa) “non-substrate cause” (asamavāyi-kāraṇa) “instrumental cause” (nimitta-kāraṇa) Nyāya-Vaiśeṣika: samavāyi-kāraṇa = that in which the effect inheres Whole scarf = effect inherence Threads = samavāyi-k Nyāya-Vaiśeṣika: asamavāyi-kāraṇa = That cause which shares its substrate cause with its effect Whole scarf = effect inherence Conjunction of threads = Threads = asamavāyi-k samavāyi-k Nyāya-Vaiśeṣika: nimitta-kāraṇa = Instrumental cause Whole scarf = effect knitter = nimitta-k inherence Conjunction of threads = Threads = asamavāyi-k samavāyi-k Early Buddhism: Everything is impermanent, dependently co-arisen Abhidharma Buddhism: To exist is to perform goal-directed activity, be causally efficacious (arthakriyākāritva); causal efficacy is intrinsic to an existent dharma, i.e,. is its svabhāva Abhidharma: Dharmas = radically momentary = arise and cease in the same moment Vasubandhu’s argument from destruction (vināśitva) = 1. A dharma x ceases to exist either because of (a) itself, or because of (b) some other cause. 2. If (b), that (b) would cause an absence of x. 3. Absences are not real. 4. Real causes have real effects. ---- 5. So, (b) is not the cause of x’s ceasing; x itself is. One problem: Why can’t something self-destruct after a while? The “Existence” Argument for Momentariness To explain this world of change, i.e., this constant parade of causes and effects, we naturally ask: What is responsible for this change? Is there a First Cause? Buddhism: Everything is causally interdependent – there could be no independent First Cause. Sāṃkhya: Nothing can come from nothing; So, something had to first exist in order to get transformed = prakṛti Buddhism & Sāṃkhya: No God needed Nyāya-Vaiśeṣika’s Natural Theology: God does not create ex nihilio; atoms, selves, time, space are eternal īśvara (God) = creates the world by configuring atoms together; has to be omniscient; makes the laws of karma work; composes the Vedas; establishes conventions of linguistic meaning Atheist Mīmāṃsā and the Problem of Evil: Kumārila, Ślokavārttika: A desire to create the world = a lack on God’s part; the allowance of suffering to exist = a lack of compassion. Or, if suffering is due to karma, a lack of purpose. Nyāya-Vaiśeṣika’s Natural Theology: Proof of God’s existence: Earth, etc. has an intelligent maker, because they are effects; like a pot, unlike an atom. pakṣa = Earth, etc. sādhya = having an intelligent maker hetu = being an effect vyāpti = Whatever has an effect has an intelligent maker. Nyāya-Vaiśeṣika’s Natural Theology: Proof of God’s existence: Earth, etc. has an intelligent maker, because they are effects; like a pot, unlike an atom. pakṣa = Earth, etc. i.e., that about which there is doubt about whether it has a maker or not. pakṣa ≠ God – that would be question-begging Nyāya-Vaiśeṣika’s Natural Theology: Proof of God’s existence: Earth, etc. has an intelligent maker, because they are effects; like a pot, unlike an atom. sādhya = having an intelligent maker An intelligent maker has: – direct knowledge of the substrate causes (atoms); – a desire to make something with these causes; –a volition or will to carry out the action. Nyāya-Vaiśeṣika’s Natural Theology: Proof of God’s existence: Earth, etc. has an intelligent maker, because they are effects; like a pot, unlike an atom. sādhya = having an intelligent maker Why would God create the earth, etc.? Not for the sake of play (līlā); That would mean he is unhappy/bored It is his intrinsic nature to act. Earth, etc. has an intelligent maker, because they are effects; like a pot, unlike atoms. Objections? Earth, etc. has an intelligent maker, because they are effects; like a pot, unlike atoms. Dharmakīrti & Kumārila’s trilemma: The inference either: i) proves what we already have proved ii) the hetu is unestablished (asiddha) iii) the hetu is contradicted (viruddha) Earth, etc. has an intelligent maker, because they are effects; like a pot, unlike atoms. Dharmakīrti & Kumārila’s trilemma: The inference either: i) proves what we already have proved – we accept that the karma of individuals makes the world Earth, etc. has an intelligent maker, because they are effects; like a pot, unlike atoms. Dharmakīrti & Kumārila’s trilemma: The inference either: ii) the hetu is unestablished (asiddha) – effects like a pot are different from effects like the world, etc.; so the same property of “being an effect” can’t be present in both pots, etc. and the pakṣa Earth, etc. has an intelligent maker, because they are effects; like a pot, unlike atoms. Dharmakīrti & Kumārila’s trilemma: The inference either: iii) the hetu is contradicted (viruddha) – we only know that pots are effects of embodied makers – so, “being an effect” contradicts the type of intelligent maker Nyāya wants to prove exists. Ratnakīrti (Yogācāra Buddhist, 11th cent.): When you learn the vyāpti, you only learn that effects are produced by embodied intelligent makers. “having a body” = upādhi All intelligent makers have a body; not all effects are made by something embodied – e.g., mountains, rivers, grass Nyāya’s response: Grass, etc. are included in the pakṣa – we don’t yet know they don’t have makers. In the kitchen, we only learn the vyāpti between kitchen-smoke and kitchen-fire. If we can’t generalize from particular examples, we could never make any inferences; e.g., “There is fire on the mountain, because there is smoke.” 
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